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The Role of Communication in the Viability of Shopping Centre/Mall Business 
 
Abstract: 
Communication is the foundation for business viability, more especially shopping centre business. 
Shopping centre business is a collaboration between owner, tenants and various consumers. For the 
business to function effectively, it must adopt and sustain effective communication approach which will 
bring about a better relationship with local consumers and the tenants operating within the centre. This 
paper examined the theoretical knowledge of customer relationship management (CRM) using Harold 
Lasswell “5W’’ model of communication, which focuses on "Who (says) What (to) Whom (in) Which 
Channel (with) What Effect" to illustrate how communication builds good relationship and the impacts 
it has on shopping centre business. It expatiated on how good relationship is built with constant 
communication among landlord, tenants and local consumers for smooth running of business. It 
analysed the channel used by communicator (Shopping Centre management), the motivation for 
choosing such channel to communicate effectively and to maintain good relationship. Finally, the 
effects that communication has on communicator (shopping centre) as well as the receivers (Tenants, 
Consumers) were pointed-out.  
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1. Introduction  
The continuing success of any shopping centre relies upon an intricate system of inner 
(occupants) and outer (consumers) connections that can affect the task and workplace of 
shopping  centre (Jones et al., 2004, p. 724). Similarly, as the connection between owner and 
shop occupants is basic to the achievement of the centre, so is the relationship between owner 
and local consumers. The local consumers are the principle supporters of mall; they invest their 
cash and time on the centre. Shopping centre achievement relies upon the accomplishment of the 
occupants and just as the discretionary cashflow of the local consumers around the centre 
location. It can thus be contended that mall business can be seeing as a joint business of landlord, 
shops occupants and local consumers. 
Cloete (2010, p. 67) postulates that the key to shopping centre viability is the partnership 
approach among all the tenants and landlords, as joint effort in the connections gives common 
advantages and opportunities for the parties. A two-way communication is critical to create 
among the owners, shops occupants and consumers to jointly work together for mutual benefits. 
Maintaining constant communication between the occupants and consumers can offer owner 
with chance to recognize different that require improvements in the centre.   
Fielding (2006, p. 13) and Locker & Kaczmarek (2011, p. 20) define communication as the way 
toward sending and receiving messages that unavoidably achieves results at whatever point 
individuals associate together. This definition demonstrates the quintessence of communication, 
as in without communication, there cannot be interaction. Steinberg (2007, p. 98) has a different 
view of communication as a technique which can be utilized to deal with any sort of business. 
The motivation behind communication among owner, occupants and consumers is to accomplish 
a typical comprehension among them. It is more profitable for landlord to build and sustain good 
relationships with shops occupants, consumers and its numerous stakeholders for smooth running 
and success of the business. 
This paper gives applicable information on the different concepts that manage viable 
communication that advances relationships which brings about shopping centres business 
viability. The paper highlights the role of communication in the viability of business based on 
shopping centre perspective. The paper is structured as follows: First, communication is 
introduced for business viability. Second, conceptual framework for the study is discussed. 
Third, communication functions in shopping centre are analysed that both the internal and 
external functions are discussed extensively. Forth, the term “effective communication” and 
how it can be achieved in shopping centre business was discussed.  Fifth and sixth discuss 
landlord and tenants’ relationship and landlord and local community’ relationship. Seventh and 
eighth discuss choosing channel to reach local community and factors to consider when 
choosing media respectively. The final part concludes the study. 
2. Conceptual Framework 
This study explores the hypothetical information of customer relationship management theory 
(CRM) and its working rule using Harold Lasswell “5W’’ model of communication to analyse 
the importance of communication in building relationship to foster business viability. 
Customers driven techniques are being implemented by many organisations to bring about 
efficient and effective customer relationship management. Mugunthan & Kalaiarasi (2017, p. 
6432) posit customer relationship management as a technique or reasoning which gives a dream 
to the organization to manage the customers. The authors postulate that the aim of a customer 
relationship technique is to boost gainful relationship with customers by expanding the 
estimation of the relationship for both the business and the patrons. Customer relationship 
management is critical to viability of shopping centre business, and it requires an all-
encompassing methodology and procedure to make it effective. I posit that effective 
communication is all that required to manage relationship that will bring about viability of 
shopping centre business. 
Sin et al. (2005) assert CRM as the procedure portrayed and made with improvement of 
communication advances. It is a technique to gather customers-business needs and practices 
that lead to more grounded relationship with customers. A strong relationship is the best 
approach to viability and accomplishment of shopping centre business 
Parvatiyar & Sheth (2001, p. 1) assert that organisations (Shopping Centres) are now realising 
the need for profound and incorporated customer knowledge to enable them to actualise and 
sustain close cooperative and partnering relationships with their customers (tenants and 
consumers). Joo (2007, p. 54) refer CRM to be an organisational technique to achieving 
understanding about customers’ behaviour and to developing policies that inspire customers to 
incessantly improve relationship in terms of business with the organisation. Payne & Frow 
(2005, p. 168) avow that CRM not just an IT arrangement that is utilized to secure and grow a 
customer base; it includes a significant union of key vision; a corporate comprehension of the 
idea of customer esteem in a multi-channel condition; the use of information management and 
CRM applications which can be achieved with the use of proper and effective communication. 
Harold Lasswell ‘’5Ws’’ communication model  emphases on "Who (says) What (to) Whom 
(in) Which Channel (with) What Effect" is used to illustrate how communication could bring 
about better customer relationship management. According to Wenxiu (2015, p. 246), the five 
element of Lasswell model is robust enough to accommodate researches in communication. 
Although, Lasswell model has its weaknesses, for example: feedback and noise not mentioned 
yet it is suitable for this study. The model is discussed as it relates to the study. 
The first ‘W’ (Who) refers to the communicator (shopping centre) who has message to 
communicate to either their various tenants or the public. It is worth noting that there is always 
a motive behind every forms of communication that takes place in shopping centre business. 
The second ‘W’ (What) refers to the content of the message. It is really what the shopping 
centre has in mind to communicate to their tenants or the public. Which channel is the third 
‘W’, here the choice of the suitable channel/medium used to convey the content of the message 
is emphasized. Most time the channel/medium to be used will depend on the target audience. 
A certain channel will be appropriate for a specific audience and not for another. Shopping 
centre management need to select proper channel to communicate their message in order to 
achieve an effective communication. The fourth ‘W’ (Whom) refers to the receiver of the 
message, it is audience which the message is targeted. Audience is very important in 
communication, if message does not get to the target audience; effective communication will 
not be achieved. The last ‘W’ (With what effects) is concerned with significance or impact the 
message had on the audience. This is result stage at which the effectiveness of communication 
on the target audience is determined. 
This study focuses more on the last “W” which is the effect of communication on the audience. 
It is worth mentioning that the effect of the message on the receiver (customers) will result to 
response from the audience, which may lead to action on the part of the communicator. Though, 
Lasswell model lacks feedback. As mentioned earlier, the business is a collaboration of owner, 
tenants and various consumers. Communication has to be managed properly to enhance smooth 
running of business. The author explains further under the headings: Communication functions 
in shopping centre, effective communication, choosing channel to reach consumers, and 
attributes to choosing media. 
3. The Function of Communication in Shopping Centre Business  
Communication coordinates the activities in any shopping centre to achieve business goals and 
managerial objectives. It is the methods by which change is influenced and information is made 
beneficial in shopping centre. It is likewise underlined that conduct is adjusted, and objectives 
are accomplished with the utilization of noticeable communication (Rabbanee et al., 2012, p. 
272).  According to Dupe (2015, p. 6), communication is the key instrument by which shopping 
centre works to accomplish landlord set goals. Communication that is properly planned enables 
stakeholders to be well informed about the activities of the centre.  Cornelissen (2014, p. 5) 
defines organisation communication as the function and procedure of handling communication 
between business and different stakeholder groups. The author stresses business 
communication to be an avenue in inspiring stakeholders  in having  positive opinion towards 
the business. Continual support of stakeholders to shopping centre business is an added 
advantage to the business (shopping centre) reputation. 
According to Hahn et al. (2014, p. 14), business communication is a technique of building 
relationships with both internal and external publics of business organisation. Lattimore et al. 
(2012, p. 352) opine that public relations orchestrated by shopping centre assists in dealing 
with the environment and represent, present and constitute the centre atmosphere and culture 
for general visibility. Constant communication with internal and external stakeholders will 
prompt better comprehension between the general population. So, business communication is 
carried-out between organisation (shopping centre) and various stakeholders for business 
motives; to give essential information to individuals inside and outside the centre to guarantee 
that work is done productively and to keep up great picture with the stakeholders particularly 
the nearby consumers around the centre location. It is thereby important for any proprietor of 
mall to keep up a decent correspondence approach with the occupants within the mall/centre.  
Recent researches have recognised growth in the number of patrons who see reasons for 
shopping centre to engage in customer relationship actions (Hahn et al., 2014; Turner, 2010, p. 
7). The authors posit the attainment of effective communication to the effectiveness of 
traditional marketing mix activities.  
4. Tenant Mix 
Tenant mix is characterized by Snyders and Cloete (2010, p. 334) as an area of stores inside a 
retail unpredictable as indicated by space, value focuses, and common connections. Levy & 
Weitz (2009) likewise allude occupant blend (tenant mix) as the presence of a scope of stores 
(anchor and small business) in a mall that are prepared to perform for the mall advancement 
just as for individual achievement. Kim (2000, p. 598) underpins that the arrangement for the 
product component would be centred around occupant (tenant) mix in a mall situation. 
ICSC (2002) describes shopping mall as a bunch of various retailers (occupants) in a gathering 
of structures as a unit.. As indicated by this definition, the group of retailers in a mall is  
arranged and overseen by centre management. The interactive forces among tenants can be 
managed to maximize profits for the whole centre. Kim (2000, p. 598) declares that tenant mix 
targets is accomplish benefits for the mall proprietors, the occupants just as the neighbourhood 
consumers. In as much the mix of occupants makes a remarkable support to the mall, the 
quantity of benefactors will increase. It is putative that a perfect tenant mix managed with good 
communication would set up a decent picture for the centre, and perpetually draw in more 
customers to the mall. To accomplish a viable communication, appropriate channel must be 
used. 
5. Choosing Channel to reach Customers (Local Consumers and Tenants) 
Communication channel is a means by which message is transmitted to the receiver. Locker & 
Kienzler (2008, p. 49) opine that it changes in speed, exactness of transmission, cost, number 
of messages conveyed, number of individuals reached, effectiveness and capacity to advance 
goodwill. Locker & Kaczmarek (2011, p. 115) state that effective communication strengthens 
the connection between landlord and local community. The authors stress that Electronic media 
and  social media as channels to communicate effectively have reclassified the connections 
mall owners have with their local consumers. The availability of electronic media presently 
serves as devices to offer local consumers voice to their sentiments and needs and the landlords 
on the other hand have a lot increasingly conversational strings that should be checked and 
managed. 
Bovee & Thill (2014, p. 23) affirm that a standout amongst the most noteworthy advantages of 
new communication advancements is the simplicity with which landlords can encourage a 
feeling of customer relationship. Thee establishment and management of online network has 
created a forum to building better relationship between mall management and various 
consumers. 
As the options to transmit message continue to multiply, it is of paramount to choose the right 
medium (Bovee & Thill, 2014, p. 61). There is need for landlord to characterize its intended 
interest group before picking the fitting channel through which to communicate with them.  
6. Factors to Consider when Choosing Media 
Business organisation, more importantly, do not have the choice of browsing which medium 
to use for a specific message, but they do have a choice, there is necessity to contemplate which 
kind of medium will work best for the business and the group of consumers (Bovee & Thill, 
2014, p. 64). The authors stipulate that the beneath components ought to be viewed as when 
picking the fitting channel to convey viably: 
• Media Richness: This is medium capacity to pass on a message through more than one 
informational sign, facilitate feedback and establish personal focus. Face to face 
communication is the richest (Fielding, 2005, p. 136). 
• Media confinements: Each medium has constraints; some medium is ideal for 
conveying basic, clear messages between two individuals and less successful for 
complex messages. 
• Cost: This can both be a genuine money related factor and an apparent nonverbal sign 
contingent upon the unique circumstance.  
• Urgency: Media speed varies, some are very fast there is need to pick carefully if 
message is urgent.  
• Audience inclinations:  Not all media channels are pleasing to consumers, consumers 
preference for media should be well-thought-out when choosing channel for 
communication.  
6. Landlords, Tenants and Consumers’ Relationships 
Hirsch (2010, p. 83) categorised shop occupants in a mall into small business tenants and 
multinational companies. Small business tenants are progressively recognised, particularly the 
ones that has the capacities to develop. Small business tenants assume a significant job in the 
economy and social improvement of countries (Ligthelm, 2002, p. 17). Small businesses 
generate much employment and because of this, it is vital for competitiveness and economic 
growth of a nation.  
Small businesses are at a competitive disadvantage with regards to support they get in 
correlation with that of the multinational companies. Ligthelm (2008, p. 38) asserts that small 
businesses in malls are oppressed with regards to prime retail stores in mall. The author claims  
that best spaces are dispensed to multinational companies leaving the small businesses in the 
rest of the spaces accessible. Series of newspaper articles worldwide also notice different zones 
of poor administration conveyance by the owners where small businesses feel they are by and 
large abused and terrorized (Ashley, 2009, p. 33). Malls have a few weaknesses even though 
they are a brilliant site alternative for generally organisations (Levy & Weitz, 2009, p. 201),  
The renting expenses in malls are moderately higher than those of some free-standing and this 
generate problems for occupants since it can bring down their possible benefits impressively. 
The fact that landlords may require uniform hours and may indicate the size and kind of outside 
plan often limit tenant’s flexibility. The authors further profess that rivalry within some malls 
can be extreme, particularly for small chains to contend legitimately with bigger retail chains. 
Despite the challenges, many small chain businesses understand that the advantages of locating 
in mall  surpass the disadvantages. This reason makes small businesses to compet with 
multinationals for space in mall.  
Landlords understand that maximum return on their investment requires the existence of 
multinational retailers, for this reason they pay  less rents per square metre than the small 
business owners (Pitt & Musa, 2009, p. 42). Levy & Weitz (2009, p. 200) postulate that the 
Small business owners do not have bargaining power as the multinationals and landlords do 
not see any  incentive to reduce their leasing fees. This makes the  small chain business paying 
higher leasing fee per square metre than the multinationals. This strategy is used by landlords 
to entice the multinationals to their mall.  
Ibrahim & Galven (2007, p. 242) advance that it is significant for landlords to understand that 
the diverse occupant classes (multinationals and small businesses) are interconnected in 
drawing patrons to the mall.  The combination of multinationals and small businesses attract 
patrons to the mall; a proportion of smaller business complement with different variety and 
help in building a notable image to draw patrons to the centre.  
Landlords should realise that all their tenants have to be treated as valued customers and that it 
is very important that the tenants’ needs should be met (Pinder et al., 2003).  A good 
relationship between the landlord and the tenant is important for the success of shopping centre 
as well as the success of an individual tenant. There is the need for landlords to ensure that 
their tenants stay with them, as the costs of drawing new occupants are much higher than the 
cost of retaining existing occupants (Roberts et al., 2010). The authors profess that well-pleased  
occupants are far dedicated and faithful to the landlords and very unlikely to leave the mall  
than displeased tenants. 
It is apparent that the viability of business for tenants as well as shopping centre owners are 
inter-reliant, and this can be improved by collaboration engendered by the tenant mix (Damian 
et al., 2011, p. 471).  believe There is need for Landlord  to adjust and change their tenant mix 
approach in response to consumers demand (Levy & Weitz, 2009, p. 200). Mall owners need 
to be aware of the significance of providing good deal to shop occupants. Maintaining good 
and sustainable relationship with occupants will boost the accomplishment of the mall. 
Shopping centre with diverse tenants mix fulfils different needs at the same time; it will aid 
patrons to find their numerous needs in different shops in same mall (Bozdo et al., 2013, p. 22). 
The conglomeration of occupants’ effectiveness can generate lot of pace with different 
functional shopping needs and as well emotional shopping needs for people at each shopping 
time. If this happens, it would unvaryingly lead to supports from one store to another store.   
The willingness of mall owners to involve with their shop occupants (retailers) and as well 
improve on communication with them tin order to protect their assets is increasing (Yuo et al., 
2003). Tenant mix purposes would be to attain returns fo mall owners, the occupants and local 
consumers. Conglomeration of tenants in the mall makes a unique contribution to the image of 
the business, there will be an increase in the number of the centre patrons (Kim, 2002, p. 598). 
8. Discussion and Conclusions 
The establishment of shopping mall/centres are mainly for economic reason. The achievement 
of this purpose cannot be attained with the exclusion of tenants as well as local consumers; 
thereby  a good the three is required. To have a viable business, shopping mall owners need to 
build and sustain relationship with their shops occupants as well as local consumers to aid the 
success of the centre/mall.  
 Figure 1: Inter-connection of Landlord, Tenants and local Consumers 
 
The tenants (shops occupants) are the main sustenance of shopping centres/mall business; the 
landlord depends on the rental to run the business. Tenants das well relies on the patronage 
received from local consumers on the purchase of goods and services provided. The local 
consumers as well spend their time for leisure and money for purchase of basic household 
needs the multinationals and small businesses located in the mall (North & Kotze, 2004, p. 35). 
Shopping malls now serve as relaxation centre for local consumers, whereby they socialize 
with friends and family, hence; more patrons to the centre as well as the shops.  
The malls owners collect lease for the space allocated to their tenants, they rely upon this lease 
to keep up and support the business. The rental paid coves operating expenses incurred in the 
mall as well as the return on the owner investment. The tenants as well provide the goods and 
services offered at the shopping centre for their various customers. They additionally use part 
or a specific level of this lease to take part in CSR exercises. 
According to Turner (2010, p. 8), CSR exercises regularly plan to build up a closer connection 
between the mall, the occupants and the local consumers. As indicated by Turner, CSR 
performer will impact store inclination and bring more patrons to the mall. Support for local 
causes may have a more positive effect on mall preference than help for national or worldwide 
causes, this will be because of the benefits accrued to the local consumers. CSR activities 
become a key component in overseeing shopper connections and a noteworthy channel for 
structure purchaser devotion (Piercy & Lane, 2009, p. 342). Relationships that exist between 
the owners, occupants and the local consumers are considered as social trades in which 
consumers give positive criticism to the involvement with a socially responsible shopping 
centre (Pirsch et al., 2006, p. 133). 
The proprietors of malls cannot survive without the support of their shop’s occupants; most 
time diverse sort of occupants will be charged various rentals, as indicated by the measure of 
rental floor space they occupied. Multinationals occupants mostly pay a lower lease for every 
m² than small business owners since they lease a lot bigger space which would be excessively 
expensive at higher rentals. Multinational tenants are generally required to sign longer rents 
than small business occupants (Grewal et al., 2012, p. 4). Line shops pay higher rental rates per 
m² than multinationals, here and there they pay four or multiple times more for smaller spaces 
in increasingly noticeable zones of the mall.  
Remembering that the essential target of any mall is to maximize profit and to achieve this; a 
successful two-way communication and shared comprehension between the mall, tenants and 
nearby consumers must be realised. For any shopping centre business to be sustained, shopping 
centre owners must have in place a communication strategy that will foster better relationship 
with tenants (occupants) and nearby consumers.   
 It bodes well that the good relationship among mall owners, occupants and the local consumers 
ought to be a high need to support to sustain shopping centre business. Komodromos (2014, p. 
3) states that businesses, most particularly; malls must almost certainly utilize the amazing open 
doors opened-up by web-based life, for example, Facebook to have direct correspondence with 
their tenants and local consumers.  It is concluded that good relationship built with steady 
correspondence among the landlord, tenants and local consumers will be of great benefits to 
shopping centre business if the underlisted are adhered to: 
• All tenants should be treated as valued customers; as all shop occupants have the 
potentials in drawing (patrons) patrons to the mall. 
• Shopping mall/centre landlords should indulge in Corporate Social Responsibility 
activities to lure more patrons to the mall, as CSR activities create a clear relationship 
among mall proprietor, occupants and nearby consumers. 
• Day-to-day communication is required among landlord, tenants and local consumers 
for smooth running and sustainability of business. 
• Shopping centres should have communication liaison (relation) officer who will 
represent the mall in the surrounding communities. A good liaison officer is able to 
gather information from the community through consistent communication with the 
community delegates or leaders. 
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